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DNS Centralisation

Evaluating Public DNS Services in the Wake of
Increasing Centralization of DNS NETWORKING′21

Trinh Viet Doan, Justus Fries, Vaibhav Bajpai

Motivation and Problem Statement

! Many new public DNS services have lately emerged.
! They promise reliability, lower latency and security.
! Previous studies (>5 years old) showed ISP resolvers are

commonly used and provide better performance.
! However, there exists a large gap in the evaluation of

new public DNS services.

What is the popularity, closeness (path lengths), and latency
of these new public DNS services?

Methodology

∗ 2.5K RIPE Atlas home probes (>1K IPv6 capable)
∗ covering 720 ASes in > 85 countries.
∗ 10 public resolvers + ISP local resolvers.
∗ 30K ICMP traceroutes to DNS + ISP local resolvers.
∗ 12M DNS over UDP/53 requests/responses.

In which scenarios would switching to
these public DNS services offer benefit?
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DNS Centralisation | Popularity

! >7.5k probes use local ISP resolvers. (>71%)

! 3k probes use at least one public DNS service.
1.4k probes use only public DNS services.
1.6k probes use a mix of local ISP + public DNS service.
Google is the most popular DNS service.

! 1k probes use one and only one public DNS service.

>28% of 10.6k RIPE atlas probes (and their host network) use at least one public DNS service
>9% use one and only one public DNS service

Probes that use public DNS service by default will conduct measurements with unintended side-effects
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DNS Centralisation | Latency

! 75% of all samples within 40ms latency.
! Cloudflare and OpenDNS faster than ISP

resolvers in 50% of the probes.
! Google public DNS latencies inflated in AF.
! Public DNS resolvers slower than ISP

resolvers in regions beyond EU and NA.

Users in EU and NA do not substantially benefit in latency when switching to a public DNS service.
Latencies offered by public DNS services over IPv6 remain inflated in AF and SA.
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DNS over TCP

Measuring DNS over TCP in the Era of Increasing DNS
Response Sizes: A View from the Edge CCR′22

Mike Kosek, Trinh Viet Doan, Simon Huber, Vaibhav Bajpai

Motivation and Problem Statement

! The Domain Name System (DNS) is a cornerstone of
communication on the Internet.

! DNS specifications mandate supporting both DoUDP
and DoTCP, although DoUDP is predominantly used.

! The trend of increasing DNS response sizes (IPv6 and
DNSSEC) lead to truncation and IP fragmentation,
requiring fallback to DoTCP.

! However, the effects of using DoTCP from the edge
(stub resolvers) is not known yet.

Methodology

>2.5K RIPE Atlas home probes
>10 public resolvers + local resolvers.
>200 domains queried for A records over IPv4.
>12M DNS requests/responses overall.

How reliably can DoTCP be used from
the edge of the network?

How do DoTCP response times com-
pare with that of DoUDP? Do DoTCP
interactions leverage TCP optimisa-
tions to reduce DNS response times?
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DNS over TCP | Reliability

! Failure rates (DoTCP and DoUDP) are comparable towards public resolvers.
! DoTCP failure rates are significantly higher with ISP resolvers.
! In 3/4 cases, ISP resolvers fail to send large DNS responses over DoTCP.

DoTCP exhibits higher failures than DoUDP. Failures are more pronounced over local resolvers.
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DNS over TLS

Measuring DNS over TLS from the Edge:
Adoption, Reliability, and Response Times PAM′21

Trinh Viet Doan, Irina Tsareva, Vaibhav Bajpai

Motivation and Problem Statement

! The Domain Name System (DNS) is a cornerstone of
communication on the Internet.

! However, DNS over UDP/53 is vulnerable to
eavesdropping and information exposure.

! DNS over TLS/853 (DoT) standardized in 2016 (RFC
7858) to encrypt DNS messages.

! DoT is supported since Android 9 (2018) and
iOS/MacOS (2020).

! However, previous work on DoT largely considers
university – proxy – data-center networks.

Methodology

>3.2K RIPE Atlas home probes
>15 public resolvers (5 with DoT) + local resolvers.
>200 domains queried for A records over IPv4.
>90M DNS requests/responses overall.

What is the state of adoption and traffic
share of DoT at the edge?

Do home users experience benefit (or
suffer) from using DoT (in terms of re-
liability and latency) when compared to
traditional DNS/53?
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DNS over TLS | Response Times

! Do53: <30 ms for most resolvers (median)
DoT: <150 ms for faster resolvers (median)

! Higher response times in AF and SA.

DoT response times inflated by >100 ms compared to Do53.
DoT response times for local resolvers comparable to that of public resolvers.
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DNS over QUIC

A First Look at DNS over QUIC PAM′22

Mike Kosek, Trinh Viet Doan,
Malte Granderath, Vaibhav Bajpai

Motivation and Problem Statement

! DNS over TLS (standardized in 2016) and DNS over
HTTPs (in 2018) leverage TLS/TCP for transport.

! However, both are constrained by limitations of TCP.
! QUIC solves head of line blocking, supports

multiplexing, and lowers handshake times.
! DNS over QUIC (RFC 9250) is the natural evolution to

improve DNS performance and privacy.
! However, there exists no previous work on DoQ yet.

Methodology

Measurements from the TUM research network (blue dot)

>25 weeks of ZMAP scans towards DoQ/DoUDP ports.
* A three step validation phase using:

− QUIC version negotiation
− ALPN identifiers and
− QUIC connection establishment

* developed dnsperf to measure DoQ, DoTCP, DoUDP,
DoT, DoH response times by querying an A record.

What is the state of adoption of DoQ?

DoDoQ servers and clients leverage the
full potential of QUIC to improve pri-
vacy and lower response times?
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DNS over QUIC | Adoption

! Number of DoQ verified resolvers (>1.2k) steadily rose by >46% in 29 weeks.
! Multiple resolvers use Adguard Home DoQ server implementation (using QUIC v1).

Large fraction of DoQ resolvers observed in Asia (>45%) and Europe (>32%)
AdGuard and nextDNS use DoQ as part of the DNS-based ad and tracker blocking services
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DNS over QUIC | Impact on Web

DNS Privacy with Speed? Evaluating DNS over QUIC and its
Impact on Web Performance IMC ′22

M. Kosek, L. Schumann, TV. Doan, R. Max, V.Bajpai

MethodologyACM IMC’22, October 25-27, 2022, Nice, France Anon.

Figure 1: Geographical distribution of 313 veri�ed DoX
resolvers (red dots) and vantage points (blue dots).

with a QUIC INITIAL packet with an invalid version num-
ber of 0: By receiving a Version Negotiation packet in
response, we identify the IP addresses that support QUIC on
the respective port, without creating state on the target [25]
to avoid exhausting resources. We then establish a connec-
tion to the identi�ed targets, o�ering the DoQ Application-
Layer Protocol Negotiation (ALPN) identi�ers [21, 22]; if the
connection establishment is successful, the target is identi-
�ed to support DoQ [36].

Using this methodology, we identify 1,216 DoQ resolvers.
Comparing this �nding with Kosek et al. which identi�ed
1,217 DoQ resolvers in week 03 of 2022 [28], we observe
that the adoption of DoQ is currently stagnating. To enable
a comparison of DoQ to the established DNS protocols, we
further check the identi�ed DoQ resolvers for their support
of DoUDP, DoTCP, DoT, and DoH. For this, we optimisti-
cally query the resolvers using DNSPerf, an open-source
DNS measurement tool supporting all stated protocols [35].
Of the 1,216 identi�ed DoQ resolvers, we �nd that 548 sup-
port DoUDP, 706 DoTCP, 1,149 DoT, and 732 DoH, while
their full intersection (i.e, resolvers supporting every DNS
protocol) results in 313 veri�ed DoX resolvers (Kosek et al.:
264 [28]). While we acknowledge that public DNS resolvers
often leverage IP anycast, we cross-reference anycast IP ad-
dresses used in related work [5, 9, 18, 31, 46], albeit without
�nding an overlap. Fig. 1 (red dots) presents the geographical
distribution of the veri�ed DoX resolvers based on an IPv4
geolocation lookup service [23], for which we observe that
the majority are located in Europe (EU) with 130 resolvers,
followed by Asia (AS) with 128, North America (NA) with 49,
and Africa (AF), Oceania (OC), and South America (SA) with
2 resolvers each. Moreover, we �nd that the resolvers are
distributed over 107 Autonomous Systems, with the majority
located in ORACLE (47, 15.0%), DIGITALOCEAN (20, 6.4%),
MNGTNET (18, 5.8%), and OVHCLOUD (16, 5.1%). The re-
maining Autonomous Systems each host 12 or less resolvers.
All measurements are performed using 6 distributed Ama-
zon EC2 instances (Fig. 1, blue dots), employing one vantage
point per continent.

Single Query Response Time and Size. To study the sin-
gle query response times and sizes of DoQ in comparison to
DoUDP, DoTCP, DoT, andDoH,we leverage the open-source
DNS measurement tool DNSPerf [35]. Targeting the 313 ver-
i�ed DoX resolvers, we issue single query measurements for
all stated protocols on every vantage point, repeated every
2 hours, over the course of week 16 of 2022. For this, an A
record for google.com is queried. We precede every mea-
surement with an identical cache warming query to ensure
that the following actual measurement is directly answered
from a cached record at the resolver, which avoids inconsis-
tencies in the measured response times caused by recursive
lookups. This further allows us to reuse the TLS session pa-
rameters of the cachewarming for the actualmeasurement of
DoQ, DoT, and DoH: By adding support for TLS 1.3 Session
Resumption and 0-RTT to DNSPerf, we advance the state of
the art [28] (which does not consider either feature) and by
default use both mechanisms if supported by the resolver.
Additionally, we also store the negotiated QUIC Version
as well as the Address Validation token received dur-
ing the cache warming query. Reusing these for the ac-
tual DoQ measurement ensures that the QUIC handshake is
not in�uenced by its Version Negotiation or Address
Validation mechanisms [28]. Hence, our DoQ implemen-
tation follows the recommendations of the DoQ standard,
stating that Address Validation tokens should only be
used in combination with Session Resumption [21]. Alto-
gether, our methodology enables comparable response time
measurements of a typical DNS usage scenario for all proto-
cols for the �rst time, where a session between a client and
a resolver is established to perform a single DNS query.

Web Performance. To assess the impact of DoQ on Web
performance in comparison to DoUDP, DoTCP, DoT, and
DoH, we develop an open-source framework using Sele-
nium [44], Chromium [40], as well as DNS Proxy [2]. Us-
ing this framework, we issue Web performance measure-
ments targeting the top 10 most popular webpages from the
research-oriented Tranco top list [39] as of April 12, 2022.
For this, we load every webpage over each DNS protocol
via every one of the 313 veri�ed DoX upstream resolvers
from all vantage points, repeated every 48 hours, over the
course of week 16 of 2022. For each measurement, DNS Proxy
is newly setup as Chromium’s local resolver on the Ama-
zon EC2 instances and con�gured to forward the queries to
the upstream DoX resolver by using either DoQ, DoUDP,
DoTCP, DoT, or DoH. The local DNS caches of both the op-
erating system and DNS Proxy are disabled to ensure that
queries are forwarded to the upstream resolver. In the next
step, we leverage Selenium to launch Chromium and navigate
to each webpage twice in succession: As with the DNS single
query, the �rst navigation populates the upstream resolver’s
cache and ensures that the DNS queries of the second, actual

2

>300 verified DoX resolvers (red dots)
>6 distributed Amazon EC2 instances (blue dots)

With increasing
complexity of
webpages, DoQ
catches up to
DoUDP in latency,
as cost of encryption
amortises

ACM IMC’22, October 25-27, 2022, Nice, France Anon.

Figure 4: CDFs of the relative di�erences in PLT between DoQ (horizontal baseline), DoUDP (purple line), and DoH
(green line), grouped by vantage point and webpage. A lighter background color depicts a higher percentage of
DoQ page loads being faster than DoH. Sorted from left to right by the average number of DNS queries required for
loading each webpage (in brackets), and from top to bottom by the number of veri�ed DoX resolvers per continent.

⇠2% in the median between DoQ and DoUDP for the more
complex webpagesmicrosoft.com and youtube.com: DoQ even
catches up to DoUDP as the encryption overhead amortizes
the more DNS queries are required for loading a webpage.
Takeaway: DoQ signi�cantly improves over DoH. While

we �nd that page loads using DoQ are up to 10% faster for
simple webpages in comparison to DoH, the cost of encryption
is the largest for the same webpages, where DoQ is up to 10%
slower than DoUDP. With increasing complexity of webpages,
however, DoQ catches up to DoUDP as the cost of encryption
amortizes the more DNS queries are required for loading a
webpage: DoQ is only ⇠2% slower than DoUDP, thus, making
encrypted DNS much more appealing for the Web.

4 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Limitations. Note that theWeb performancemeasurements
only consider a total number of 10 webpages, which might
not be representative for the Web as a whole; with an in-
creased number of requests per page and increased webpage
complexity, the bene�ts of DoQ in comparison to DoH (e.g.,
fewer round-trips required for the handshake) are dimin-
ished due to amortization and other confounding factors
such as webpage rendering. Further, considering the limited
number of 313 DoX resolvers which are heavily centered
around Europe, some vantage points experience higher la-
tency due to larger geographical distances to the targeted
resolvers. While we brie�y discuss resulting outliers in the
previous sections, a detailed root cause analysis, esp. for the
Web performance measurements, is left for future work.

FutureWork. With the ongoing development and adoption
of DoQ among resolvers, we expect resolvers to introduce
support for 0-RTT in the future, which can shift the total
response times of DoQ even closer to DoUDP. Thus, we
plan to continue measuring and monitoring the rollout of
DoQ. Moreover, while the DoH measurements in our study
use HTTP/2 (see § 3), we will extend our work with an in-
depth comparison to DNS over HTTP/3 (DoH3). HTTP/3 is
currently still undergoing standardization [4], and also uses
QUIC as its transport protocol. At the time of writing, DoH3
is not yet widely supported: While Cloud�are is one of the
�rst to support DoH3 [11] by including HTTP/3 in the ALPN
set of their SVCB records [43], we observe that state of the art
browsers only connect to Cloud�are’s resolvers via HTTP/2,
which indicates that DoH3 support among browsers is still
lacking.

5 CONCLUSION
Our study showed that encrypted DNS does not have to be
a compromise between privacy and speed: Using DoQ, the
single query response time is improved by ⇠33% in compari-
son to DoT and DoH. The Web performance measurements
revealed that DoQ signi�cantly improves over DoH with up
to 10% faster loads for simple webpages. With increasing
complexity of webpages, DoQ even catches up to DoUDP
as the cost of encryption amortizes: With DoQ being only
⇠2% slower than DoUDP, encrypted DNS becomes much
more appealing for the Web, especially once resolvers start
supporting advanced features such as 0-RTT.

6

DoQ makes encrypted DNS much more appealing for the encrypted Web.
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QUIC Coalescing

Web Privacy By Design: Evaluating Cross-layer Interactions
of QUIC, DNS and H/3 NETWORKING′23

J.Sengupta, M.Kosek, P.Dikshit, V.Bajpai

Motivation and Problem Statement

! Benefits of QUIC over DNS and Web are uncoupled.
! An opportunity to reuse QUIC connection.
! Encrypted DNS using DNS over QUIC.
! Web content delivery using HTTP/3 over 0-RTT.

H3 Request

H3 Response (1-RTT)
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Can reusing the sameQUIC connection
over encrypted DNS and Web further
improve performance?
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QUIC Coalescing

! Emulated network (fiber, cable, DSL, 4G) using netem.
with FCC (wired) and ERRANT (mobile) datasets.

! Evaluated 3 categories of webpages: HTML, +javascript,
+javascript +css +cookies

Methodology
Client Network

Namespace
Server Network
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client-side
bridge

Chromium

DNS Proxy

server-side
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netem: delay, bandwidth

Core DNS
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Using H3 1−RTT, page load
times with DoH can get
inflated by >30% over
fixed-line and by >50% over
mobile compared to
unencrypted DoUDP.

 

Coalescing with QUIC (DoQ + H3 0-RTT) reduces PLT by 1/3 over wired and 1/2 over mobile


